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 lame Ken Burns. Blame the latest forces of moral   
 outrage that want to ban smoking from all public  
 places. But Prohibition is BACK, and it is hot and   
 trendy. For many, remembering Prohibition is seen  
 as a quaint but fun way to pass a madcap evening;  
a chance to don a flapper outfit, bob their hair, and dance  
The Charleston while sucking down bathtub gin to the  
tune of a jazz band.
The proponents of the 18th Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution banning the manufacture and sale of alcohol 
(but not the consumption!) had hoped the act would, in one 
fell swoop, eliminate alcoholism, crime, political corruption, 
empower women, revive religion, and make men better 
husbands and fathers. It accomplished none of these things 
and made some worse, but also had a long-term effect on our 
culture, language, romance, and politics.

by Richard Rothrock   
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continued on page 12

IT TAKES A NATION
Carrie Nation, in fact.  The 6 foot tall, 
hatchet-wielding crusader became famous 
in the late 19th century for her surprise 
raids on saloons. She and her disciples 
split open barrels of alcohol while reading 
from the Bible and preaching the evils  
of demon rum and the other distilled 
spirits from Satan’s brew. Most considered 
her a novelty act but as the years passed, 
Carrie Nation’s one-woman crusade 
gathered steam. By the end of the 19th 
century, many people thought Prohibition 
was a very fine idea and the center of this 
spreading movement was just south of 

Toledo in Westerville, 
the headquarters of the 
Anti-Saloon League, 

the most powerful social organization of 
its time and the equivalent of the 1980s 
Moral Majority or today’s Focus On The 
Family.  The movement itself was a natural 
continuation of the abolitionist movement 
that freed the slaves, as well as a companion 
to women’s suffrage. The notion wasn’t 
quite as far-fetched as it seems today. At 
the turn of the last century, the saloon was 
the center of public discourse. And it was 
an exclusively male territory. Saloons were 
where business deals were made, votes 
were purchased and political alliances 
were formed. Every major city had a district 
like this, from The Barbary Coast in San 
Francisco to Storyville in New Orleans to 
The Tenderloin in New York City. Women 
were not wanted (unless they worked 
there.) Alcoholism was a major problem. 
Men were not seen without a flask in hand 
or strapped somewhere to their body. 
Men who worked 12 hours a day, 6 days 
a week, in non-union factories often took  
their paycheck straight to the bar and 
frittered most, if not all, of it away on 
drinking, gambling and prostitution 
before stumbling home to collapse in 
bed, leaving their wives to figure out how 
they were going to pay for groceries and
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St. Andrew’s 
Room speakeasy.

the day (it changed nightly to confound the police). The 
most popular password was “swordfish,” taken from The 
Marx Brothers’ 1929 hit movie The Cocoanuts.

AIN’T WE GOT FUN?
Once inside, men and women found themselves in a 
magical world elevated by the giddy enthusiasm that 
they were collectively engaged in something pleasurable,  
yet forbidden.  And speakeasies quickly became places 
that developed their own culture and slang that would 
look and sound familiar today.

A man could belly up to the bar and order some “hootch,” 
“hair of the dog,” or “giggle water.” And they paid their 
bill with “clams” or “dough.” When ordering coffee, 
customers asked for some “java” or “a cup of joe.” Patrons 
who stayed all night were called “night owls” and if you 
wanted to go home early, you were a “wet blanket.”

Unlike saloons of the past, speakeasies welcomed 
customers of all sexes and races. Finally, women 
could drink with the men and they did not have to 
be chaperoned like in days of old. So many of today’s 
nicknames for women come out of this age; women 
were called “dames,” “debs” or “dolls.” They could be 
labeled “gold diggers,” “hotsy totsy,” a “live wire” or a 
“dumb Dora,” depending on how they reacted to a man’s 
proposition. She could be “ducky,” “the bee’s knees,” or 
“the cat’s meow.” And if she had “It” (a nice “chassis” 
and a sweet pair of “gams”), then she was this delightful 
combination of fun and sex appeal. Sound sexist?  
“Ab-so-lute-ly” (another slang term made popular in the 20s).

Bands provided the music and jazz was the style of 
choice. Popular tunes of the day included Five Foot Two, 
Eyes of Blue, Beale Street Blues, It Had To Be You, The 
Sheik of Araby, Minnie the Moocher and I’m Going Back 
to Charleston. African-American performers like Louis 
Armstrong and Cab Calloway became famous playing 
in speakeasies. When it came to dancing, the staid old 
waltz was surely out. Men and women laid their hands 

directly on each other, pulled each other close and 
shimmied and shook to the Charleston, the tango 

and the foxtrot.

With the old social norms going by the boards, women 
and men were free to do what they wished together 

whether it be “necking,” “petting,” “spooning,” or 
“makin’ whoopee.” Though if you asked today’s girl if 

she wanted to “take a ride in my breezer [convertible] 
down to the lake to watch the submarine races [make out] 
from my struggle buggy [back seat,]” you’d probably get 
a blank stare.

raise the children. Naturally, resentment grew and 
festered over these institutions perceived as hotbeds of 
sin, graft, and corruption.

During World War I, a perfect storm of women getting 
the vote, the rise of evangelicals in national politics, and 
hatred of Germans (America’s enemy in the war and 
the makers of most alcoholic beverages here at home), 
enabled the 18th Amendment to be adopted as the law 
of the land in January 1920. Despite the movement’s 
political connections, the general public’s support was far 
from unanimous from the very beginning. Prohibition’s 
greatest supporters tended to be in the so-called red states 
of today while those more fiercely against it lived in the 
blue states of today. And neither seemed to care much 
what the other thought. As a New Orleans politician 
said at the time, “You can make it illegal but you can’t 
make it unpopular.”

Bars and breweries either shut down or converted over 
to more legal enterprises. But most just took the trade 
underground. Illegal bars known as “speakeasies” 
sprouted wherever they could in abandoned warehouses, 
private homes, offshore pleasure boats, or just the back 
rooms of old establishments. The 21 Club in New York 
City, The Cotton Club in uptown Harlem, and Club 
Lucky in Chicago became popular destinations. At the 
height of Prohibition, there were almost 10,000 illegal 
drinking establishments operating in New York City alone. 
Even The Toledo Club set up its own speakeasy in the 
secluded St. Andrew’s Room up on the second floor, 
complete with a handy shelf that could quickly hide 
the liquor in the wall if the cops managed to make an 
appearance.
 Not all places were known as 

speakeasies. They could just as 
easily be called “blind pigs,” 
“gin mills” or “juice joints.” 
All one needed to get inside 

       was to speak the  
      password of 

Prohibition continued
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A DEAL WE COULDN’T REFUSE
Rather than eliminating crime, the illegal demand for 
liquor created gangsters around the country like Al Capone 
in Chicago, George Remus in Cincinnati, and the Purple 
Gang of Detroit, who made fortunes smuggling and 
distributing illegal alcohol. When they banded together 
to create a national network, The Mafia was born and 
remains with us today.

Federal agents meant to enforce the law were paid such 
a small salary that they easily succumbed to bribes from 
the bootleggers.

The gangster became the new romantic male ideal for 
men and women alike, and the language of the gangster 
became the new language for doing business. Everyone 
wanted to be “the big cheese” and not the “palooka.” You 
didn’t want to be a “the pushover” who got “the bum’s 
rush” in a way that left them “the fall guy,” or the  
one “left holding the bag” or “taken for a ride.” 

BROTHER,  
CAN YOU SPARE A DIME?
As you can imagine, the Anti-Saloon League and the 
forces supporting Prohibition were flabbergasted to 
see all of these unintended side effects: the loosening 
of morals, mixing of races, and institutionalization 
of crime. Compromises were proposed to defuse the 
situation (like legalizing beer or lessening the fines), 
but the Anti-Saloon League believed there could be 
no compromise with the forces of evil. Like the anti-
immigration forces of today, they believed stricter 
enforcement of the law was the solution, yet they also 
refused to accept that doing so would require more 
money than the federal government had at its disposal 
(they also believed in low taxes and a small federal 
government.) As the decade wore on, rather than appearing 
to be the solution to the nation’s ills, Prohibition came 
to be seen as the cause.

When the stock market crashed in 1929, and the Great 
Depression descended on the land, people needed a 
drink more than ever and Prohibition supporters sounded 
more and more like out-of-touch zealots who refused 
to face life as it really was.

In the darkest days of the Depression, the 21st Amendment 
to the Constitution repealing Prohibition quickly sailed 
through Congress. The states ratified it in near record 

time and Prohibition was repealed in December 1933. 
Once again, bars and taverns could open their doors 
and sell to customers. The vast majority of speakeasies 
shut down, but the more successful ones became 
legitimate nightclubs still in business today.

LESSONS FOR TODAY
Like it or not, we live in a complex world. Too often 
people seek simple solutions that sound good in theory 
but rarely work in practice. Instead of preserving and 
reforming the traditional 19th century American way 
of life, Prohibition proved a lesson in unintended 
consequences. It actually sped up the arrival of modern 
society and planted the seeds of 20th century social 
movements. Fraternizing of the races led to 
the embracing of African-American  
culture by the wider  

                                                     population and  
          eventually to the civil rights 
         movement. Looser constrictions on women 
led to greater acceptance of women in the workplace and 
feminism. Rather than reviving religion, it emboldened 
whole sections of the country to limit religion’s influence 
on national politics.

What they failed to see is that some social ills cannot  
be cured through legislation. They have to be conquered 
from within, not imposed from without. As a soldier 
ruefully observes in the western movie Heaven’s Gate 
(1980), “You can’t force salvation on people. It  
doesn’t work.”

So the next time someone tells you that the world’s 
troubles can be cured by the simple outlawing of one 
horrible institution (be it taxes, abortion, drugs, or 
tobacco), walk straight to the Oak Room and  
order a drink. R




